This paper presents numerical results of the monodirectional second order forces acting on a rudimentory FPSO hull shape. The exact calculation of second order loads through potential theory is computationally challenging and requires the evaluation of a slowly-convergent free surface integral. In practice, this integral is often neglected as it is widely assumed that it does not contribute significantly to the overall load and few commercial seakeeping software propose this option anyway. An even rougher and widely used approximation consists in expressing the second order loads occuring at a non-zero difference frequency from the mean drift loads. It is called the Newman's approximation; it enables serious CPU time gains, but at the cost of a worse accuracy. The object of this paper is to investigate on a simple case the accuracy of each of these two approximations (without the free surface integral and Newman's approximation) and the influence of parameters such as the water depth and the sea state wave length. Depending on the resonant period of the considered mooring system, it may give some insight on a good compromise between CPU time and accuracy when choosing the way of determing the second order loads.
INTRODUCTION
Free floating structures may have large resonance periods outside the range of energy present in the wave spectrum. In this case, such structures can be excited by second order loads (loads whose magnitudes are proportional to the wave amplitudes squared) occuring at small difference frequencies between wave trains. It can be the case for some catenary moored systems or even ships with unusually large roll periods. For correct evaluation of their response, it is critical to predict accurately the second order loads occuring at the difference frequency corresponding to their resonance frequency (or close to their resonance frequency).
The exact evaluation of second order loads in classical potential theory can be done through the resolution of the second order problem or through a change in the formulation explained later in the theoretical part. State-of-the-art seakeeping code WAMIT c gives the user the possibility to use both options, while the implementation in our in-house code HydroStar c gives preference to the latter. In both cases, it necessitates the evaluation of a numerically challenging free surface integral which is slowly-convergent. To ensure a good mesh convergence, CPU time can become prohibitive. To our knowledge, in engineering studies, the computation of the exact QTF is very seldom undertaken.
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